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AM: Susan Hopkins is Deputy Director of Public Health England. 

She advises the government on its covid policy, and she’s an 

expert on the new variants of the virus that have emerged. I 

spoke to her just before we came on air and I asked her, with the 

R rate currently under one will opening schools  push it above one 

and therefore mean the pandemic is growing? 

SH: I think we’ll need to watch and wait and look carefully. That’s 

why we’re doing so much testing to children on return to school 

and their families, to try and find those cases that may have 

asymptomatic infection and reduce the risk of transmissions in and 

around school environments, and therefore keep R at the lowest 

level possible. 

 

AM: If it does go above one, we see a spike in transmission, at 

that point do you think we should pause children going back to 

school? 

SH: I don’t think we should pause children going back to school. 

We’ve got three weeks before the Easter holidays; I think we will 

have time to look at the data very carefully over that period and 

also then the data in the Easter holidays to see how things are 

responding. One of the tests that the government have looked at 

is the relationship between hospitalisations and deaths, and that is 

going to change in this next phase because traditionally we knew 

that the amount of cases in the community directly related to the 

number of hospitalisations and deaths that we would see in future 

weeks. However, with the impact of vaccination that has changed. 

It’s one of the reasons why we need the five weeks of time 

between each of the opening so we can assess whether the rise in 

cases in the community transfers into increased hospitalisations or 
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not. We expect that relationship to diverge because as more and 

more of the population get vaccinated, especially those that would 

be likely to need hospitalisation, then we will be able to accept 

some cases in the community without needing further restrictions. 

 

AM: So does this mean, to be clear, that we are, as it were, 

tiptoeing into a new world where we cease of obsess endlessly 

about the R number? We’ve talked about little else for six months 

now. The R number becomes less important because it does not 

necessarily lead to hospitalisations and deaths, we learn in a sense 

to live with it? 

SH: So that’s clearly what we hope. We would like the R number 

to stay under one or as close to one as possible because that will 

mean that we have the least amount of impact on our population. 

But we also know that vaccination is our way out of where we are 

right now, and it’s our way of helping us to live with this, by 

reducing the impact of this virus on individuals who have disease. 

 

AM: Well, let’s keep focusing on schools because kids are going 

back tomorrow, and lots and lots of children will be very happy to 

go into class wearing masks, and quite a lot will not be. Now, 

given that we don’t know very much about the transmission inside 

classrooms, but we do know that teachers, for instance, are no 

more likely to be hospitalised or die of covid than anybody else, 

why are masks so necessary for kids? 

SH: In secondary schools last September we recommended they 

wore them in the communal areas. What we saw in late 

November, early December, was rapid rises particularly in 

secondary school age children, and that was associated with the 

variant that emerged in Kent, V117. What we know is that variant 

is more transmissible. We don’t know how it transmits more 

effectively but it does. And therefore we are using everything we 

can at our disposal, both mask wearing in secondary school age 

children and mask wearing for teachers as well as regular tests to 

provide every level of protection to reduce the risks of 
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transmission and prevent rises in cases as schools go back. We 

will keep this under review, as we do everything, and we’ll monitor 

the impact on the children, the impact on schools and also look 

and see how the case numbers go in the number of weeks ahead 

and decide what the future guidelines should look like.  

 

AM: Now, you mentioned tests just now. These lateral flow tests 

are first of all not hugely accurate and secondly they’re quite 

intrusive and even slightly unpleasant to do. And the plan requires 

families and children, going forward, to do them twice a week at 

home. And I just put it to you that it is unrealistic to expect 

everybody to do that, and quite a lot of people will not do it and 

this system may not be nearly as robust as it needs to be. 

SH: So I think that it’s particularly important that everyone does 

the tests in the next few weeks. We still have a high prevalence in 

the population, just over one in 200 people positivity on PCR 

testing at the moment. We know that the lateral flow tests find 

the people who are most infectious and therefore the most likely 

to transmit to others. And we know that using these tests is a way 

of finding those asymptomatic people rapidly in the population as 

the result comes back in 30 minutes. And yes, it isn’t comfortable, 

but you know, I think it’s within the secondary school age children 

it’s possible. My own 12 year old has done it a number of times, 

either through studies or through testing for symptoms, like every 

other parent has. And I think it’s really important that we use 

everything at our disposal as we go back to school. They will be 

done in the school environment for the first couple of weeks, for 

the first three tests, and the reason for that is to have supervised, 

trained individuals ensuring that the tests are done properly and 

ensuring that they’re read properly and providing support to the 

children as needed. 

 

AM: But going further forward, these lateral flow tests have quite 

a large number of false positives, and if you do the numbers 

across the country an awful lot of families are going to be required 
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to self-isolate, not have an income coming in in many cases 

because of tests they can’t entirely trust. Normally, in other parts 

of the economy, people are then given PCR tests to double check. 

That’s not happening with schoolchildren and their families. Why 

not? 

SH: So if you get a test at the asymptomatic testing sites, which is 

how the schools are being set up at the moment, we don’t require 

confirmed repeating because it’s being done in this specialised 

environment and individuals who are trained to deliver it. And you 

know, if there’s any concern about how the test has been 

performed and the accuracy of it, it can be repeated there and 

then. Where we recommend people do PCR is if they test at home 

and that’s for the families, for example, and primary school 

children who will be testing themselves at home rather than 

school. And also when the children start to test themselves at 

home we will be recommending confirmatory PCR tests for those 

individuals then. However, moving into the school environment it’s 

important that we test children back into school and, you know, 

allow them in safely because we’ve still got a high prevalence of it. 

 

AM: I’m sorry to jump in, but if I have a school age child and the 

child tests positive on a lateral flow test is it the case that I can 

then get a PCR test to avoid the entire family self-isolating or not? 

SH: So we are not recommending that for the next two weeks, 

because we want to find the children who are positive on these 

tests and to prevent the transmissions that could occur in schools. 

We’ve looked very carefully at the evidence that’s emerging from 

the tests that have been delivered at home and in the testing sites 

over the last eight weeks, and the actual validation of those tests 

in real life scenarios suggests that it’s 99.9 per cent, at least, 

specific, which means that the risk of false positives is extremely 

low, less than one in a thousand. And we would expect that that 

would be the same risk with PCR tests. No test is perfect. And a 

test that revealed less than one in a thousand false positives is a 

very good test. 
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AM: We talked a little moment ago about the prevalence of the 

virus in the community at the moment. What we do know, Ian 

Diamond has said, you know, we’re not out of the woods yet, and 

we do know that there are parts of England in particular, parts of 

the northeast and the northwest where we’re seeing numbers 

rising again. Why do you think that is? Could it be a new variant 

there as well? 

SH: So we’re actually increasing the number of genome 

sequencing across the country and being able to monitor the new 

variants that are in circulation and are circulating very carefully. 

We, in an area that has seen rising numbers of cases, we’re 

increasing sequencing for the cases that happen there. And 

haven’t seen a new variant emerge in the same way as we’ve seen 

it for V117. And we’re much more prepared than we were at that 

point. So we are looking very carefully. We see the areas that 

have enduring transmission, ongoing numbers of cases, are often 

in areas where a large number of people meet to go out to work 

and are not able to work from home. And that is clearly associated 

with more contacts with other individuals. So what we’re doing 

there is trying to again increase the number of asymptomatic 

testing, with small businesses being able to access testing for their 

staff at asymptomatic testing sites, and even sign up to be able to 

deliver that in work. And I think that’s going to be the really 

important thing for us to do in the next four to six weeks. Find all 

of those cases that are asymptomatic, increase the availability of 

testing for small businesses so that they can ensure their 

employees are safe, and also work with local authorities to make 

sure people can isolate effectively in safe havens. It’s important to 

do so. 

 

AM: There’s been a lot of publicity about the new Brazilian variant, 

and we heard three cases being found in Scotland and three cases 

in England, now all traced. Do we know of any other cases? 
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SH: We’re constantly looking at the genome sequencing. We have 

no more new cases to report today, and we’ll continue to report 

the news on any new cases as it emerges and as we understand 

the data. 

 

AM: Now, we know that it takes two weeks for the results to come 

through on testing for these new variants, so we could be two 

weeks behind at the moment. And we remember very vividly back 

around Christmas that moment of unlocking, and that was when 

the Kent variant suddenly rushed around the country. Is it possible 

that we will see the same thing happening now? 

SH: So firstly I think the – the Kent variant, it’s very transmissible 

and it’s highly unlikely that another variant is going to be more 

transmissible as we unlock. I think out concerns relate to the fact 

that we know that the vaccine is extremely effective against the 

V117, and therefore it is likely to drive down cases of it. And so as 

it drives down cases of it, other cases that may be less responsive 

to vaccine - we’re still waiting for the studies on that – may be 

able to climb and rise faster than V117. I think we’re in a good 

position to be able to track these variants, a better position than 

any other country globally and I’m really proud of the researchers 

and scientists led by Sharon Peacock who set up this research 

service that we’re now transitioning into a Public Health Service. I 

think we’re in a good position to be able to track this. I don’t think 

it’s going to change our outcome now, but it is something we’re 

going to need to watch really carefully over the weeks and months 

to come. 

 

AM: Well, you mentioned Sharon Peacock just now. She thinks 

that the new variants will not impact or prevent our unlocking 

programme. Do you agree with her? 

SH: I sincerely hope so. I think that we need to work to the data 

and the evidence. I think it won’t change us for the next week to 

five weeks. I think that would be highly unlikely. I think we’ll need 

to watch it carefully over the summer months as we will have the 
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vast majority of our adult population vaccinated against the strains 

that are very effectively vaccinated against. We will need to 

monitor carefully as new strains come into the country from 

around the world, and we will need to be very ready for an 

autumn that could be challenging as these variants are there. 

We’re working very closely with the vaccine manufacturers to see 

what they can do to develop new vaccines, but we’re also very 

conscious of the fact that what happened last summer, in late 

summer and early September, could happen again and we need to 

be prepared for that and hope that it doesn’t happen. 

 

AM: Tell me a little bit more about problems in the autumn, 

because people will have noticed, for instance, that furlough 

carries on until September, and therefore there must be some 

anxiety that we will be back in a difficult situation by the autumn, 

September-October.  

SH: Well, I think it’s really difficult to predict what’s going to 

happen in the future, and six months away is a long time. We’ve 

been working and understanding this virus for now, for 14 

months. I think we have to prepare for a hard winter, not only 

with coronavirus but we’ve had a year of almost no respiratory 

viruses of any other type, and that means potentially the 

population immunity to that is less, and so we could see surges in 

flu, we could surges in other respiratory viruses and other 

respiratory pathogens. And so it’s really important that we’re 

prepared from the NHS point of view, from public health and 

contact tracing, that we have everything ready to prepare for a 

difficult autumn, and we hope that it won’t occur and there will be 

a normal winter for all of us. 

 

AM: Some people will be watching this, Susan Hopkins, and be 

saying, ‘Susan Hopkins, for goodness’ sake, literally, give us a 

break.’ They’ll be thinking about their summer holidays. What’s 

your view about that? 
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SH: I’d like a break too. We’d all like a summer holiday, and I 

think that we will, hopefully, all have our summer holidays. But my 

job is to advise the government and to prepare for worst case 

scenarios. It doesn’t mean that they’ll necessarily happen, but my 

job is to make sure that we have options available for the country 

in case things are not as satisfactory as we’d all like them to be. 

Sadly, we have to make sure that we are prepared and we’re 

better prepared for this autumn than we have been previously.  

 

AM: Dr Hopkins, it’s been really interesting talking to you, thank 

you so much. 

(ends) 

 


